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1. Executive Summary

Every family want the special moments of their newborn
babies or their kids to be remembered. They need high quality
photographs of those special moments. Having a high-end
quality photo can make them feel the satisfaction when they
are holding the photograph of those captured moments.
Litrato helps satisfy families by providing them high quality
photographs of their babies. We also do newborn baby
photography,as well as toddlers. Depending on the clients
requests; we can capture those special moments both outdoor
and indoor. The parents are allowed to take photographs
with their baby if they want. Litrato allows the parent to make
certain decisions regarding the photograph and let them
explain how they picture the photograph to be in the end.
Litrato Studio is based only on baby photography and
because of that we are able to concentrate on the quality of
the photographs that our company provides. The quality of a
photograph is very important to us.
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2. Organisation
Background

2.1 Vision:
To preserve every baby’s special moments.
2.2 Mission:
To capture and preserve the babies expression and mood
through photography.
To provide clients with beautiful high quality photographs of
their babies.
2.3 Company Summary:
Literato means picture/image in Spanish. After doing research
on the definition of photography, we got inspired with the
name and chose to use Litrato.
We are a team consisting of skilled and passionate
photographers, each with their own unique style of
photography. It is essential to us to take into consideration our
clients’ demands and put it as our duty to assist and advice in
any way possible.
Litrato is a general partnership - based company, which
is owned by three people. We do creative photography of
newborn babies, babies and toddlers as well. We also accept
event-based photography for baby such as baby 1st birthday,
newborn at hospital, or any other events.
Our studio will be located outside city area around the
suburban area because our target markets are families; we
choose that area so that the kids won’t be too cranky from the
environment. The families are being able to do photographs
inside the studio or any other location outside/outdoor if
they request to. We are also cover a moment of newborns at
hospital. Litrato also in partnership with baby magazines, we
provide photographs of babies or any events that we covered
for them.
The new crop of photographers also tends to shy away from
shooting weddings, even though they are lucrative jobs. Many
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cite a lack of creativity in posed wedding portraits and the
pressure to document every moment of the big day. These
photographers prefer the informal, low-pressure setting of
snapping pictures while babies’ sleep or candid.
To achieve our goal, we are aiming to do a long-term
relationship with customers and hope every family will have
their own personal photography partner.
2.4 Our Target Market
Target Market: Our target market is basically,
Families who want professional photographs of their loved
child maybe it is from newborn or even to their 1st birthday.
Income range: Mid - High income level (S$ 6k and above),
families that stay at suburbs or condominiums.
Even families who want their whole family portrait or even just
special moments of their child to remember the times.
2.5 Our USP:
Because of our specialized product, which is newborn baby
to toddlers, we gives a client high quality photographs of
their baby photos with reasonable price.
Every photograph is a composition. It tells a story. We
conceptualized our photographs, so there is a story behind
each of the photographs.
Our products are especially for families for their kids, to
preserve the special moments. Our products and services are:

Newborn Baby Photography
We capture the moments of your baby birth, maternity, and
the little newborns that still very natural. And we capture it
artistically. To do that we are trying to become a partner with
hospitals.
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Baby(s) & Toddlers Photography
We do various photographs for your babies and toddlers start
from 1 years old. Photographs such as portraits, candid-like
shots and artistic photographs will be included. The customer
will feel free to choose which location they wanted.

Birthday or events photography
We also do cover events about babies, such as 1st year
birthday, or maybe some kids event. There are also chances
that the photos taken will be shown in our partner magazines.

2.6 Business Structure

Clients

Account Exc.

Creative Director
Photographers

Art Director
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2.7 Business Process

Project from clients

Location
Sketching

Research
Location

Scamp Session

Creative Development
Seesion

Conceptualize
Test Shoot

Clients’
Approval

EXECUTION

Job Fulfillment
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Business Structure
Our business model is actually quite simple and
straightforward. For examples, if there is any clients want to
use our service, the account executive will approach the client.
After getting some feedback / direction from the clients, the
account executive will pass down the project to the creative
director and so the creative director itself will choose who is
the art director (optional) will be in charge and as well as the
photographer. Later on, the team in charge will discuss about
the project and most likely to do a scamp session and also
test shoot on location. If the clients satisfy with the trial, the
team will execute the project and do the job fulfillment.
2.7 Our Culture
As a small outfit photogaphy studio, we are creating more
friendly environment between each personnel. In order to
do that, three of us as the starter of company and our future
employees must share the same vision of our company.
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3. Market Analysis

3.1 SWOT analysis
Strength
Singapore based/convenient
Our studio is located at the convenient suburban area because
we considering who are our target market. For families as our
clients, it will be easy to reach our studio located near their
living area.
Artistic/creative
We are not just capture photos, we also build strongconceptualized image of the baby’s moments , photos that
has a story behinds it, so they can cherish and remember it.
Affordable
We are trying to give the clients affordable price and by giving
them good promo deal so we can achieve more clients from
time to time. Setting prices for children’s portraits can be tricky
for people who are just starting in the business. Some feel that
building relationships with their clients is more important than
immediate profit.
Quality
Because our specialized industry, which is baby/toddlers
photography, so we are be able to concentrate only doing
our job and give the best quality for the clients. As new
digital cameras come to market, with lower prices and more
features than last year’s models, new photographers cannot
help yearning for the latest versions. Still, many are quick to
say that the photographer’s eye matters much more than the
camera, and that the ability to use technology and respond to
light is what makes an image come to life.
Weakness / Risk
Three man crew
As a new entrant, we are kind of short of hands yet we are
supposed to be able to catch up with the market demands.
That will requires a lot of handwork. But with this conditions,
we are also be able to go with the flow of competitions from
other studio services and price.
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Cheap
Our cheap and affordable price can be as well our weakness.
The clients might think that we are providing a no so good
services while we set our cheap prices.
Low market
One of the things that quite hard to obtain as a new entry
company is a network. It will be hard to find promising clients,
even regular clients as we searching from almost nil networks.
Yet, For us to create the relationship
Untested Partnership
As a new entrants, we are still “green” in a sense that we are
not yet experience a partnership with other media or other
company. It will be difficult for us to speculate the result and
the outcome of the partnership.
Opportunity
Media / HOSPITAL PARTNER
Motherhood is one of the well-known baby magazines in
Singapore, and we also trying to become their photographer
for any events or maybe a cover issue. With that in our hands,
we might be able to bring ourselves to higher level means
higher incomes/profits.
We also creating a partnerships with children hospital, for
example, KK Women’s and Children’s Hospital, to do the
newborns shots as part of our service. The options are either
we put our services rates inside their service package, or we
go on with our own package.
Wide range of clients
Become a small-scale, new entrants company means that we
have chances to take any of our ranged clients, we also have
the opportunity to create relations to some clients and create
our own network of clients. By creating more networks, we
could have more profits and even popularity.
Expansion
As we set our networks, gain more relations from clients,
which resulting more popularity, we hoping that we are be able
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to achieve an regional (small-scale) and even an international
level – quality as a photography studio. Our options will be
Malaysia and Indonesia
Threats
New competitors
There are still chances even for a new entrant like us, to
compete against another new entrants, which might have
stronger characteristic than us.
CURRENT COMPETITORS
These companies have been in business for years and
therefore have gained clients’ trust. It will be difficult to win
them over.
Price wars
It is not enough if we just give clients a cheap price. We also
should considering about other companies that give the same
promotion and price range likes us. Different promotion might
works to pull us from the same price range.
3.2 Four P’s
Products:
Our products are especially for families for their kids, to
preserve the special moments. Our products and services are:
Newborn Baby Photography
We capture the moments of your baby birth, maternity, and
the little newborns that still very natural. And we capture it
artistically.
Baby(s) & Toddlers Photography
We do various photographs for your babies and toddlers start
from 1 years old. Photographs such as portraits, candid-like
shots and artistic photographs will be included. The customer
will feel free to choose which location they wanted.
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Birthday or events photography
We also do cover events about babies, such as 1st year
birthday, or maybe some kids event. There are also chances
that the photos taken will be shown in our partner magazines.
Price:

Services
Newborn Package

Ours
S$ 600
4 hours photo
session

S$ 550
4-5 hours photo

S$ 238
2 hours studio session

session at clients
home.
Varied shots at least
200
8R selected prints (10)
DVD w/ selected
photos

1 reprint on framed 8R
DVD w/ selected
photos

8R selected prints
(5)
S$ 150 per hour

-

-

S$ 600

S$ 550

S$ 238

4 hours photo
session

4-5 hours photo
session at clients
home.
Varied shots at least
200
8R selected prints (10)
DVD w/ selected
photos

2 hours studio session

DVD with HQ
selected photos
Compilation album
5 photos @5R

Media Partner /
Events Coverage
Baby / Toddler
Package

Others

DVD with HQ
selected photos
Compilation album
5 photos @5R
8R selected prints
(5)

5 photos @ 5R

5 photos @ 5R
1 reprint on framed 8R
- DVD w/ selected
photos
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Position:
We position ourselves as a competitive baby photography
studio in terms of prices, qualities, and services. We might not
known as a big shot / high class photography studio, but we
always trying to give a great service for our customers. As a
new-entry studio like us, it would be easier for us to follow the
competition and be flexible to our prices and customers.
Promotion:
Web Site:
Our website will offer Free gallery of our clients so that they
can download or link to their own blog or website, the ability
to showcase our works and hopefully make other interested
to hire us. Besides that, our website will be used for contact
purpose with our present and future customers.
Giveaways:
Giving away interesting promotional products that are cool
enough and inexpensive enough to ask them to give others
away to their friends so that they would know where to go
for photographs. The giveaways can be formed as a mug,
calendar, or even a frame.
Print Advertising:
We will also do some print ads for each media that we think
related to our customer. Those media are magazine ads,
newspaper ads, posters, brochure, direct mails, and zo-card
if necessary. We do not use so many media because we try to
press our outcome as much as we can and hopefully gather
big results from the advertising as much as we can as well.
3.3 External Conditions
Advancing Technologies
For our photography business, technologies is quite important
for us, but it is not giving us much influence as nowadays
technologies including photography is advancing time to time.
What we need to do is actually buy a certain amount of DSLR
camera we need and make sure those cameras can last at
least for another 5 years. With that, that means we still can use
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the accessories with the same length of time. Even for some
professional photographer, they still tend to use a film camera
because of its quality and big range of pixels. From that point,
we can see our business is not really affected with the fast
advancing technologies that we need to follow every
single time.
Economy
As the economy is having a nowadays, it is a challenge for
us as a new company to make profits, or even just to survive.
Bad economy, will bring us to the result where our business
will become a tertiary needs, which means people will often
tends to capture their baby photos by themselves. To be able
to survive, we might reduce our pricing packages for baby
photos, and the other way is to make a small expansion to
other neighbors country such as Malaysia and Indonesia, and
further away if possible, to China. The reason is to find another
market and expand our business means we could have higher
chances to get another networks of customer.
Threat of New Entrants
Any other company/studio that has a same service will always
have a chance to be our competitors. It will depend on how
they set their own pricing, their services and USP. To avoid
clash, we need to set our standard different from them, either
is cheaper or different type of services.
Threat of Substitute Product
Like it is mentioned before, the effect of economy downturn
will make customer to prefer to take photographs of their
babies by themselves, because sometimes they just not
consider about the quality they get. If they want cheaper price
of service, they can get a freelance photographers that have
less knowledge in the field of baby photography, to capture
their babies photos.
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Internal Conditions
Facilities
A studio will be very useful to us. Not only we are using it for
photo editing and any administration activities, but if possible,
we are be able to built our own photo studio area, if not at
least having a space for our photography equipments will be
convenient enough.
Manpower
Having mainly three persons for running a new studio will be
challenging for us. We are planning to gather more employees
to fill some roles in our company. Extra senior photographers
would be enough to manage some freelance photographers
that we will hire in the future. For the website we are planning
to get web admin to manage our website. By doing those
things, we hope we can improve in terms of our operation
and management.

3.4 Market Research
Strategy Pyramid
Our strategy is to have long-term relationships with clients
and to be a part of families’ nostalgic moments through our
captured photographs.
Marketing Strategy
Litrato Studio is unique in having programs to capture the
special moments of a family’s life. These moments can easily
pass by and be lost by busy professional families. We take the
initiative to call them, if they request this service, to schedule
appointments to mark the special stages of growth in their
families. Birthday, anniversary or even baby showers, we’re
there for baby pictures.
Our prices are about the same as those at other photo
studios, but we email digital files of our clients’ images for free
to help them put their pictures on the Web. There is no charge
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for our calling service, either, so we are a great value. Also
through our product photo frame stickers or any other media,
families are able to put the moments anywhere at home.
We will get the word out by conventional advertising to start,
and by a yellow page ad and a website. We have a targeted
marketing effort to families of newborn babies especially in
hospitals.
Distribution Strategy
Litrato studio will be located outside city area around the
suburban area because our target market are families, we
choose that area so that the kids won’t be too cranky from the
environment, meaning better and easier photo shoots. The
families are being able to do photographs inside the studio or
any other location outside/outdoor if they request to.
Pricing Strategy
Our prices are competitive with other high-quality professional
photographers in the same field, but digital files are delivered
affordably by CD or free by email. Our products such as
Personalized calendar, Personalized photo album and Birthday
or events coverage.
Promotion Strategy
We will have ads around town area, magazines and a website.
In addition, we will give our name card or flyers to any of our
ranged clients.
Web Plan Summary
We will launch our services and portfolio in flash online with
Meta tags so as to be easier to search for. As the Internet
is very popular and so the usage social networking e.g.
facebook, multiply and tagged, this will help to widen the
knowledge of our existence.
The website will be displayed in such a way that our portfolio
stands out from the rest of the other studio photography.
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Year

Birth rate (births/1,000 population)

2000

12.79

2001

12.8

2002

12.78

2003

12.75

2004

9.63

2005

9.49

2006

9.34

2007

9.17

2008

8.99
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Malaysia Birthrate

Year

Birth rate

Rank Percent Change

Date of Information

2003

23.7

88

2003 est.

2004

23.07

86

-2.66 %

2004 est.

2005

23.07

86

0.00 %

2005 est.

2006

22.86

85

-0.91 %

2006 est.

2007

22.65

87

-0.92 %

2007 est.

2008

22.44

85

-0.93 %

2008 est.

From the demographic shown, Singapore itself is having a
percentage dropping of birth rate in year 2008, that will slim
our business market and the profit as well.
To prevent loss and over difficult growth, we have an option
planning to seek and expand our target market to another
country such as Malaysia and maybe Indonesia.
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Indonesia Birthrate

By doing an expansion, it means more assets and capitals will
be needed. Not only that, our business also need networks
to go for expansion to other country. We need to start from
small region expansion, that’s why we are opted to expand our
business to nearby neighbor’s country as stated. By doing that
is also mean to consider their country’s growth background.
The reason we choose Malaysia because geographically, they
are our neighbor’s country. The cultures are also much less no
different from Singapore. Based on demographic growth rate,
is it true that Malaysia having a downturn, but to anticipate
that, we will have a comparison from other countries
as well.
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This thing will bring us to other country’s economic
growth that we choose as well like Indonesia. It has an
economic growth even it is not very significant.
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While having a positive economic growth, we must look on the
other part such as the big population they have. Which means
it brings us to even tighter competition in our business. Having
a big population will also create more chances and meaning to
create more networks of clients and partners.

3.5 Market Summary
By having our own strength and weakness as a photography
studio, we have to face the challenges from new entrants that
have an almost same characteristic like us, yet we also must
find as many networks as possible while we serve our clients.
By doing that we can achieve more profits and hopefully,
trusts from customers. We also need to prepare a plan if we
need to expand our business, which small-scale expansion is
good for us. Considering an economic growth of the country
we choose and also considering the populations they have.
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4. Financial
Estimated Start Up Cost:
S$ 42,000
Start up Cost:
3(three) iMac Desktop (2.8Ghz) @S$ 2,788 =

S$ 8,360

2 Canon 5D Mk.II DSLR @S$

S$ 7,400

@S$ 3,700 =

Lenses:
Canon 35mm f1.4 =		

S$ 2,500

Canon 85mm f1.4 =		

S$ 2,500

Canon 70-200mm f2.8 =

S$ 1,800

Canon 24-70mm f2.8 =

S$ 1,700

Total Lenses Cost = 					

S$ 8,500

HP Color LaserJet CN6030
Multifunction Printer series =			

S$ 3,500

Lighting Sets =					

S$ 2,500

Softwares = 						

S$ 5,500

Furniture = 						

S$ 3,000

Total = 						

S$ 38,760 est.

Start Up Operation Cost:
Stationery = 						

S$ 100

Maintenance Cost = 					

S$ 100

Server Space = 					

S$ 10

Internet = 						

S$ 100

Office space (Rental) = 				

S$ 2,000

Transportation = 					

S$ 200

Utility Bill = 						

S$ 250

Prints = 						

S$ 500

Total= 						

S$ 4,000 est.

5%
5%
Salary Cost
Rental Cost
Variable Cost

90%

Assets
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From the start up capital and pie chart shown, most of our cost is
located on our starting cost for assets, we are investing more to our
equipments and props. Studio space rental itself takes half of the
amount left, after the starting cost, the rest are our operational and
variable cost. The reason we still show the salary cost without any
percentage because at the beginning, we are not adding extra staff
for any roles, but in the future years, we might employ some staffs
to fill in our specialize roles.
Return on Investment:
Within one month, if we earn around S$ 6,000 as sales. Which
means we have S$ 2,000 as our net profit.
That means, it will takes 20 months to recover the start up cost
of investment.

$ ,000
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5. Management team

The management team and the overall consist of 3 guys,
Sheikh Ridhuan, Enrico Tanubrata and Rex Jordan.
Enrico is the Studio Manager and the photographer of the
studio as well, he is in charge of the projects and execution,
overseeing everything including website. He also studied from
First Media Design School.
Sheikh is in charge of Marketing and technical department,
where he will take care of the website, which included inside
of our promtoion. He is also in charge of marketing for the
studio. His role is to do the market research such as market
demands and trends.
Rex is in charge of human resources and Account Executive.
His job is to meet up with the clients. He is also take care of
financial part of the business.
It is difficult to have 3 people to take care of the studio. We are
planning to recruit some employees for doing other specified
roles i.e. HR, Art Director, Technical Department and Senior
Photographers.
To cut expenses, we also planning to get freelance
photographers.
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Enrico

Sheikh

Studio Manager /
Photographer

Marketing / Technical Dept.

Freelance Photographer

Freelance Photographer

Rex

Account Execuitve / HR

Operation Chart 1

Manager

Creative Director

Account
Executive

Marketing

Web
Admin

Art DIrector

Senior
Photographer

Freelance
Photographer
Operation Chart 2

Technical
Dept.

Freelance
Photographer

Freelance
Photographer

Human
Resources
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6. Competition

A couple that moved from Sydney to Singapore. Tomato Photo
was set up in December 2007 as a continuity of Hartanto
Photography, which was based in Sydney Australia.
From studying the website information, it is clear that
Tomatophoto’s vision is to shoot photographs which
communicate those very special moments to her customers.
May it be a simple photograph of the baby sleeping on a
soft quilt, or the parents holding their newborn with tender
grace and smiles. It also seems that Tomatophoto’s mission
is to create life-long visual memories. As quoted from their
website, ‘We hope that in years to come, when clients look
back on those images, the clients will remember the feeling,
the mood as well as the moments frozen at that instant
of time.’ By achieving this, more customers will turn to
tomatophoto. This is because as time goes by, everything
grows and fades away. Another laugh wrinkle on your eyes
and your little baby turns into a beautiful young lady. Looking
back on those photographs, time will not feel like it has been
lost and would be cherished more. Tomatophoto also serves
wedding photography as one of their services. Photographing
the very emotional and special time for a couple, if done well,
would make an excellent target market. They also photograph
children and tend not to use props, but landscapes and places
to create the images. By doing such the raw emotion and soul
of the moment would be the very focus of the photograph.
Thus fulfilling both the vision and mission of the Tomatophoto
Company.
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They are based in Singapore, experienced and professional
photographers; they do newborn, maternity, children and
family.
This company does its photography right in the customer’s
home if they request it and this is an excellent service as
mothers could worry about mobilizing their newborns and
themselves. For the baby photography, what appear to
be uniform in their gallery are the positions in which they
photograph the babies. Here is where a negative point for
the company comes. If you think about it, customers could
be unhappy about such art direction for none would want
their precious photographs and moments to look similar to
another’s. The photographs of JJ photography for babies are
usually in neutral colours for this gives a more artistic sense
and focuses on the baby. Even the dressing of the parent
would be in black or white to further accentuate that effect.
Other services provided are photography of pregnant mothers,
family and children. For these images, however, coloured
backgrounds and effects are used. The effects, however,
tend to make the photographs a little less professional and
classic. Compared to the first two photography companies,
JJ photography will lose out on this point for customers
would mostly go for a timeless, professional look for their
photographs. The images also turn out in such a way whereby
the viewer would know at first glance, that all the images
were done in a studio. In such a sense JJ photography is less
successful than the other companies.
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This company uses both coloured and neutral shades for their
photos as well but the difference is that their style is similar to
all of the above companies combined. They use natural lights
for outdoor shoots yet the effect does not come off as soft as
those of Bella Baby Photography. Their mission seems to want
to hit a wide range of pictures and styles. There are obvious
studio shots and some with a bit of props used. Yet having
such a mission proves to be not as successful. There is not
a particular strength in which the company can excel in and
this would make the customer indecisive in a lot of aspects.
Besides having baby and maternity photography, M&K
Artworks Photography also has photo shoots in beaches,
does holiday cards, and offers effects to photographs. This
contradicts their style as one is confused to whether it is
contemporary and classy or less professional. Credit must
be given to their artistically nude photographs. Unlike JJ
Photography though, M&K Artworks Photography positions
the parent in a shy and cuddled position while holding on to
her baby. This makes you look at both mother and child in a
loving manner and this is successful in communicating the
mood of how a mother looks at her child.

Sean Lau Baby Photography is based on Singapore. They
specialize in baby photography and maternity photography
only, so they are very specialized and have a narrow target
market (niche). Their style is somehow classy, using a unique
props/equipments that helps to capture the babies and be
able to bring out the moods. They believe babies from birth to
3 months old are the best time to capture the moments. For
the maternity shots, the often to use black and white style and
they are be able to bring out the style of the mother.
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Rationale:
Because it is a photography based business, yet it’s
related to babies and kids, we are trying to create the logo
to be calm and classy, friendly and at the same time, looks
clean.
For our logotype fonts, we use handwritten-like fonts
and sans serif fonts. The purpose of using handwriting
fonts is to bring friendly style, meaning we are close to
the customers, and having a friendly relationship with the
customers. Our secondary font is Helvetica. We are using
it because it can bring out the simple and clean style.
To show the purpose of our business, we chose to add a
lollipop, an icon that represent kids, and outline shape of
camera to represents photography..We chose light blue
as it is soothing and calm for the eyes. It is peaceful and
friendly color.
Brand Message “Simple Greatest Moments”
We believe that every simple moment of a child can be
the greatest, every second you spent with them is worth
remembering and Litrato Studio is able to capture and
preserve those unseen moments.
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8. Conclusion
The reason we create this photography studio is to give
different perception and style of preserving baby moments
through our photographs. It is like our mission, To capture
and preserve the special moments of babies and kids thru
photography and our vision, To be the best photography
studio in Asia.
Event though our studio is a small outfit, but we will still
be able to compete with other studios, be it experienced
studios or new entrants. With the help of our investor,
hopefully we can work together to achieve our studio’s
goal. One of our actualization is to expand our studio to
neighboring countries.
But before doing that, we must first, put our customers as
our top priority. If we can successfully achieve that, we will
be able to grow and sustain the relationship between our
customers and us.

